Abstract--Detection for the statistically-known channel (SKC) is aimed at obtaining good performance in situations where our statistical knowledge of a time-varying channel is good, and where other equalizatioddetection schemes are either too complex to implement, or their performance is limited due to the rapidity of channel fading. By using a statistical characterization of the channel, we develop a new detector that performs maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (given the channel model) on blocks of N symbols. Both symbol-spaced (TS) and fractionally-spaced (FS) samples are used, to obtain two different detectors that are generalizations of those devised for optimal block schemes on non-dispersive channels, The detector that uses fractionally-spaced samples outperforms the detector that uses symbol-spaced samples. The performance of both appears to approach that of the corresponding known channel (KC) detector as the blocklength increases. We also numerically evaluate the SKC detector performance under conditions .where the channel parameters (statistics) are incorrectly estimated, and show that the fractionally-spaced detector is fairly robust to modeling errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider communication over mildly dispersive., timevarying channels, as typified by mobile cellular system, e.g., the North American IS-54 standard. Our inquiry concerns the description and performance of an optimal block d1:tector of the data symbols, armed with a known statistical description of the physical propagation channel. This detector provides an alternate processor structure to those that first estimate (and track) the channel evolution, then use these estimates in a "known-channel" sequence estimator.
The detector structure is based on the estimatorkorrelator [2] , but is the first application (that we know of) to dispersive channels. In [3] , the authors used this same idea on a nondispersive time-varying Rayleigh fading channel. The authors of [4] applied the same principles to ML detection of CPM signals, also on a non-dispersive channel. Relateid work is that of [5, 6] , for the AWGN channel, .wherein the authors also observed improved performance (approaching that of differentially-encoded, coherently-detected PSK) with increasing blocklength. More recently, in [7] , the authors formulated and so'lved the detection problem for a nondispersivi: channel in a coded system.
DISCRJETE TIME CHANNEL MODEL
Figurc: 1 sliows a diagram of the equivalent discrete-time model falr the TS case. The data input is the differentially encoded Mary phase-shift keyed (PSK) sequence { a k } . The additive noise samples {wk} are white and Gaussian. The syrnbol rate is lfl, and the output rk results from sampling the continuous time waveform r(t) at times kT, +to, where T, =T and f o is the sample timing offset, or sampling phase. All hough we specifically address only constant-amplitude signaling schemes (TSK), all of our analysis is also directly applicable to quadrature-amplitude modulation schemes. 
We use 1 WO values of the sampling period TA: T and T/2. The first case is the TS, and the second the FS. In (l), for the TS case, we have 1 = k, and i = n; for the FS case, I=fW2 7 and i = 2n+m, with m = (k+l)mod2. The duration of the equivalent discrete-time response is denoted LT. Modeling c(~;f,) as a complex zero-mean Gaussian process (in t) [8] lmpllies tlnatf(7;t) is complex zero-mean Gaussian in t; the envelope of c(z;t) then has Rayleigh statistics. We also adopt the WSSUS model [9] . For this study, concerned with digital cellular radio, we follow the (TDMA) North American digital standard denoted IS-54 [lo] , and model the cascade of transmitter and receiver filters as raised-cosine (in frequency).
The form and parameters adopted for c (7;f) With our chosen channel response, the response
) , where h(q' is the full raised-cosine response. To obtain the discrete-time equivalent tap weights, fn(k/), we set 2=nTs and t=kT,+ to. For the TS case, we truncate the number of taps to L+1=3. For the FS case, we retain only the 2(L+I)=6 most signlficant taps.
As modeled in [17] , the autocorrelation of the continuous-
Jo(x) is the zero-th order Bessel function of the first kmd. In [ 11 we derived the auto-and cross-correlation functions for the tap weights&@) for both the TS and FS cases. These correlations are functions of the physical channel tap autocorrelation (~~ ( 7 ) ) and the filter response h(z).
RECEIVER STRUCTURE & DETECTION SCHEME
We follow the development in [3] , which addresses the non-dispersive channel. (See also [ lS].) Our dispersive case reduces to the non-dispersive case when we set c1 fi) =O; thus ours is a generalization of the non-dispersive case. We organize the sequences into vectors of length N, and form the necessary data and covariance matrices to obtain a complete statistical description of the received sequence. We focus throughout on the TS case; the analogous FS case is The elements of C, depend on the data sequence aN, the channel tap correlations, and the noise variance [ 
11,
The maximum-likelihood sequence estimate is the (negative of the) natural logarithm of (2):
R(a,r) = lnlC,(+rHC&.
a with sequence metrics (discarding common constants)
The expression in (4) requires that a set of h.1" covariance matrices (and their inverses) and a set of fl biases, for the fl sequence hypotheses, be pre-computed and stored before transmission. We also require knowledge of the average signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, since C, is equal to C-,, the metrics for sequences a and -a are identical. We use differential encoding and decoding to resolve this ambiguity.
The actual implementation of the computation of (4) can be considerably simplified by a Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrices, as follows: C, = . Then, we have We have shown in [l] that the second term of the second line of ( 5 ) can be viewed as a weighted sum of squared prediction errors, with weighting equal to the reciprocal of the prediction error variance. The coefficients of the linear predictor are determined from the Choleslq factorization of the covariance matrix. These linear predictor coefficients are hypothesis-dependent, and time-dependent within a block. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of (a parallel implementation of) the receiver section (detector) that computes the sequence metrics. The detector consists of a bank of tapped delay lines (TDL's), a ROM (or W) for storing the pre-computed weighting coefficients u;-~,, and biases (first sum in (5)), summers and squaring devices, and a decision block for selecting the estimated sequence. Since the received samples appear in the metric expressions as magnitude-squared quantities, this receiver can be viewed as a non-coherent block detector for dispersive channels.
In the non-dispersive case, (obtained in our formulation by setting cl(k)=O), all biases are identical and can be dropped from A(a,r). This then results in a sequence metric which is the same as that described in [7] , for multiple-symbol differential detection of a block of N PSK symbols received over a non-dispersive fading channel. As found by previous researchers [3, [5] [6] [7] 18] , the performance of these multiplesymbol (block) schemes improves as the blocklength increases on the AWGN channel, approaching the performance of coherent detection as N gets large. This improved performance with increasing N also holds for our dispersive channel non-coherent detector. 
IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW RECEIVER
Using the sequence metrics, we compute the prcibability that a specific incorrect sequence a") is selected, given that the transmitted sequence is a'". We begin by definiing this probability as P2(i,t):
P2(i,t) = P[A(a('),r) < A(a('),r)la(')sent]
= p[rH (c;' -c;' )r < C, l/lci I 11
where we have suppressed the conditioning, abbreviated C(a(") as Ci, and C(a'") as Ct, and used (4). The variables A, and Ab are implicitly defined by the second and third lines of (6). The painvise sequence error probability Pz(i,t) is thus the probability that the random variable A, is less than a threshold, Ab. The variable A, is a (Hermitian) quadratic form in complex Gaussian variates.
The method we use to find P2(i,t) is as follows. Using a well-known result for the Gaussian quadratic form 18, App. B], we obtain the characteristic function of A,, We then inverse Fourier-transform this OA(o) to obtain the pdf of A,, pA(AJ. We finally obtain P2(i, t) by integrating PACA+) over the appropriate region (-00, Ab], which results, afkr some simplification, in the following expression for Pz(i, c):
The dk a m the eigenvalues of the matrix G = C, . C; ' -I , with I the N x W identity matrix, and the , & are the coefficients in the: partial fraction expansion for @A(@). Thus the sequence erroir probability for any two sequences can essentially bc: found given the sequences' covariance matrices. Underlying Iknowledge of the covariance matrices is of course kinowledge of the channel tap statistics, and the average signal-to-noise raiho. In [l], we also derived union bounds on average sequence and symbol error probabilities.
We now present numerical results obtained from analysis and simulation ]programs for sequence and symbol error probability For all the results, we used the channel model described in Section 11. Specifically, the channel tap processes were generated using a 2-pole Chebyshev Type-I filter with a 3 dE) frequency of 90 Hz (corresponding to a Dloppler spreadfr, ~9 0 Hz). The sampling phase to =0 in all cases here.
Figuie 3 shows a plot of the union upper bounds on average: sequence error probability for binary antipodal signaling, blocklength N=4, for the TS and FS statisticallyknown channel (SKC) detectors, and for the corresponding TS and FS known-channel (KC) detectors (the knownchannel probabilities are derived in [l] ). The FS detector outperforms the TS detector by a large margin at high S N R . Specifically, the FS curves approach a slope of -2 (on a log scale), which implies a diversity order of 2, whereas the TS curves have at best a slope of -1, indicating performance no better than that obtainable on a flat fading channel. Also found for this channel was that increasing the blocklength N beyond 4 or 5 results in only a small improvement, at least in terms of the upper bound. This observation holds for the simulated results as well.
To corroborate the analysis Figure 4 shows a plot of simulated sequence error probability for N=4, along with the union bound results. As can be seen, the simulation results are in good agreement with the union bound analysis, and also confrm the slopes of the two sets of curves found via analysis. This agreement also holds for other blocklengths and symbol alphabet sizes (M> [ 11. shows a plot of the simulated bit error probability, after differential decoding, for the TS and FS cases for blocklengths from 2 to 5. The shapes of the curves are similar to those found for symbol error probability [ 11.
Since our receiver relies on the estimated channel parameters to compute its metrics, the sensitivity to an incorrect estimate, or "mismatch", in one or more parameters is of practical concern. Here, we consider only the effect of a change in the delay spread TM, when this change is unknown In the TS case, the performance degrades almost catastrophically. The FS results show only a small degradation in performance when the delay spread is not correctly estimated. The effect of mismatches in Jloppler spread and estimated signal-to-noise ratio are much less significant [ 13, and these points illustrate the robustness of the FS-SKC detector.
In [l], we have also shown that the performance of a sliding block scheme, for use in situations of continuous transmission, is essentially the same as that of the single block case. In addition, the sliding block detector can actually yield an error rate floor lower that that found with MLSE (Viterbi) equalizers on the same channel [l].
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we described a new detector for U,, ' le on a statistically-known dispersive channel. We formulated the MLSE rule for sequence detection given our statistical model. Factoring the covariance matrix of the received sequence resulted in a simplification of the metrics, enabling their computation via a bank of tapped delay lines and some precomputed coefficients. Our receiver is a generalization of the optimal block non-coherent detector for non-dispersive channels.
We were able to derive an analytical expression for the painvise sequence error probability, and compute upper bounds on average sequence and symbol error probability, which agreed well with simulation results. From these numerical results, we made several observations, thle most important of which is that our new detector performs fairly well when fractionally-spaced samples are used, but plerforms fairly poorly when symbol-spaced samples are used. The FS receiver was shown to achieve diversity at high S N R , whereas the TS receiver did not. And, the FS receiver performance more quickly approached that of the known channel detector as the blocklength N increased. The FS receiver was also shown to be robust in the presence of modeling errors.
